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Summary

Grono and Donovan inferred the source region of pulsating aurora using THEMIS all sky imager and satellite data. The correlation analysis shows that high correlations are not common but when a correlation is found the technique is powerful for finding the source region. Pseudo-conjunctions are used to find the duration of different types of pulsating aurora in the satellite data. The authors conclude that PA is driven by mostly unmodulated chorus but APA is not.

The title and the contents of the paper aren’t consistent. The authors misunderstand that PA is pulsating aurora. PA does not pulsate and the spatial distributions presented here aren’t appropriate for inferring the pulsating aurora source region. The conclusion that PA is driven by unmodulated chorus is trivial and not new. Furthermore, the paper has a number of serious assumptions in the analysis method and misinterpretations of the results. The low correlation is likely suffered from technical limitations that the authors used. The paper didn’t exclude hiss that occurs on the dawnside and day-side. Additionally, the paper consists of topics that are disconnected from each other. Currently it appears that the paper combines a few different research topics and is therefore unfocused. Considering these major issues, I cannot recommend publication of this paper at this stage.

Major comments

The title states that the main topic of this paper is pulsating aurora but a large portion of this paper deals with aurora that doesn’t pulsate. The pulsating aurora definition in this paper (line 49-52) includes PA but the same paragraph says that PA does not pulsate. Figure 6 claims that it shows source regions of pulsating aurora but long-lived chorus doesn’t modulate precipitating electrons and therefore isn’t related to pulsating aurora. Figure 7 shows the rough connection between the waves with long lifetime and PA, but this connection does not suggest anything about pulsating aurora, because PA is not pulsating aurora. To make the story of the paper consistent, the paper should remove PA or remove “pulsating aurora” throughout the text.

Line 270 The key conclusion on PA is not new. Pulsating aurora (PPA or APA) is known to be caused by rapid wave intensity modulation as shown by the references in the introduction; it’s obvious that PA is caused by waves without rapid intensity modulation.

Line 143 The correlation analysis has critical assumptions and technical limitations that aren’t considered in the paper. First, the authors require that high correlation areas should be near each other. When more than one high correlation areas are found, one of them can be the high correlations that the authors want to find and the others can occur wherever intensity happens to change similarly. Just there is no good way to find which one the true high correlation is. This situation should be differentiated from the “low correlation” category where a high correlation region doesn’t exist.
The authors state that there is no highly correlated coherent region at all in event 2 because there is no high correlation region even though a high correlation pixel does exist as shown in Figure 2(f). The authors should notice particle injection and dipolarization between event 1 and event 2. The magnetic field geometry changed and therefore the footprint moved between the events. The TO1 magnetic field model doesn’t consider substorms and cannot express the motion of high correlation region by dipolarization. The apparent disappearance of the high correlation region could simply be because the high correlation region moved away from the model footprint. The author’s technique has a limitation that the high correlation region is falsely labeled as uncorrelated when the actual high correlation region moved to low elevation of outside the imager coverage. Events with substorms or solar wind condition changes could move the actual satellite footprint and should be categorized separately. See the second panel at 04:05 UT http://themis.ssl.berkeley.edu/summary.php?year=2016&month=12&day=23&hour=0406&su APA involves pulsations faster than 3 s (line 47). The overly smoothed data from the THEMIS imagers does not catch the actual time series of fast pulsation. The low sampling rate could be one of the reasons for low correlation and this instrumental effect is not considered in this paper. APA should be removed from the correlation analysis. The authors are encouraged to use high speed cameras as in Ozaki et al. (2018). They reported high correlation of fast modulation of pulsating aurora. https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2018GL079812

Line 294 It appears to be cloudy or overcast in Event 3. The imager data doesn’t show clear pulsating auroral patches and is not appropriate for the correlation analysis. This event should be removed from the event list.

The event list should be re-created by considering the comments above and the conclusion of low correlation should be re-examined.

Line 210-215 The time scale of PA is discussed but the time scales of APA and PPA are not. The degree of scattering and structure is labelled in the Figure 4 but it’s very subjective and lacks quantitative definition. By looking at the plots in Figure 4, I don’t see how the authors differentiated “less scatter, more structured” for PPA and “least scatter, most structured” for PA. Please give quantitative definition.

Line 232 It’s problematic that waves in THEMIS FFT data outside the dusk sector are assumed to be all chorus. Hiss occurs in a wide area including the dawnside and dayside [Meredith et al., 2004, Shi et al., 2019]. The Meredith paper is cited but the authors only removed duskside hiss. The high occurrence on the dayside and dawnside in Figure 6 is most likely contaminated by hiss. Burst mode data should be used to differentiate chorus and hiss. https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1029/2004JA010387 https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2018JA026041

Section 2 and 3 are logically disconnected from Section 4 and 5. Section 2 and 3 conclude that it’s difficult to use satellite-aurora conjunctions to find many events with a good correlation between chorus and pulsating aurora. Then the authors gave up on using the conjunctions and used satellite and aurora data separately to continue the analysis in Section 5. The key conclusion comes only from Section 5 and not from Section 2 or 3. The authors claim that their approach avoids the issue of the low correlation but in that case Section 2 and 3 aren’t really necessary. This logical disconnection makes it difficult to understand the story of this paper. It would make more sense to focus on Section 4 and 5 by removing Section 2 and 3.

Minor comments

The first three paragraphs in the introduction is too general and unfocused. This is not a textbook and there is no need to introduce the pitch angle, loss cone etc. These paragraphs should be removed and the introduction should focus on the topic of this paper.

Figure 7 doesn’t give a fair comparison between the waves and aurora. PA is marked C4
where more than one events occur. But the waves are marked using a different threshold (>0.001 occurrence rate). The same threshold should be used. The different thresholds could also be the reason of the discrepancy discussed at line 306-310.

Line 314 It's unclear why the authors compare APA and long-lived chorus. Because they have different periods, there is no surprise that they are not related. APA should be compared to chorus with lifetime similar to APA.